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Why is HyTEC in the Red Journal?
The next 5 slides will explain this precedent that was already set by Rubin, Emami, and QUANTEC in Red Journal:

*International Journal of Radiation Oncology • Biology • Physics (IJROBP)*
known in the field as the
Red Journal

• The History and Future is explained in the Red Journal Podcast:

TD 5/5 and TD 50/5 Defined, by Dr. Phil Rubin, Founding Editor, Red Journal

> "Optimal time-dose-volume relationships can be determined by plotting failures and complications against increasing biological dose."

The landmark work relating NTCP to dose distributions in the 3DCRT era that preceded QUANTEC and HyTEC
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QUANTEC: Quantitative Analysis of Normal Tissue Effects in the Clinic

HyTEC: ‘Hy’ Dose per Fraction, Hypofractionated Treatment Effects in the Clinic
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These are all associated with the Red Journal – the precedent had already been set – now physicists have a growing role.

- Rubin
- Emami
- QUANTEC
- HyTEC
- PENTEC
Today’s HyTEC Session, AAPM 2021

HyTEC Overview: Jimm Grimm, PhD
HyTEC: The Project and the Product: Ellen Yorke, PhD
Example of the HyTEC Process: Pancreas TCP: Anand Mahadevan, MD
Physicist Modeler’s Perspective: Reporting Standards: Andrew Jackson, PhD
Physician’s Perspective: Clinical Needs and Opportunities: Lawrence B. Marks, MD

Conclusions

• Basic reporting of dose, volume, fractionation and outcome per patient is feasible and needed
  • You can do it, please publish the details to help future patients!
• Rubin / Emami / QUANTEC / HyTEC / PENTEC / etc. are continually needed as new modalities emerge
• When you write papers, please add details per patient to make your results useful for future data pooling initiatives

This is not the end – just the beginning!
If you treat patients you have data – let’s analyze and publish it together!